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the european union and eurasia quarterly
provides an in-depth analysis of the most
important policy questions and events
shaping the eurasian region, as well as
the major political and economic trends
and developments in europe and eurasia.
the quarterly publication provides a
comprehensive overview of eurasian
politics, economics, and culture. the goal
of the publication is to provide concise
and insightful coverage of developments
across eurasia with special focus on the
european union and the eurasian
economic union. this book is a must-read
for students of south asia, especially
china, who are studying the political and
economic issues of the region, including
globalization, international relations,
international trade and finance, cultural
exchange, human rights, and the
environment. the book is also useful for
policy makers, academics, and others
interested in asian politics, security, and
development. the author of this book is
nathan a. sales, a former state
department official and currently the
research director for china in the world, a
research center at the council on foreign
relations, new york. the first edition of
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this book was published in 2006. it is now
in its seventh edition. the previous
editions and this edition have been cited
in many publications, including the
journal of development studies, annual
review of political science, government
and opposition, and the oxford handbook
of south asian politics. this book is the
standard reference for students of south
asian politics. the aim of this book is to
present the most recent and reliable
information on south asian politics. it is
divided into two parts. part i, the state
and democratization, discusses the role
of the state in the development of
democracy. it explains the variety of
state forms in south asia and the forces
that determine them.
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thirteen students and staff from the
university of bath, the university of
northampton and the university of

warwick travelled to india to undertake a
short study tour in calcutta. the program
focussed on the colonial and post-colonial

heritage of the city and the impact of
india's current economic policy. an

enhanced version of the five-day study
tour has been developed with the support

of a generous grant from the hull
university school of history. in addition to

the original lectures, students were
involved in guided trips to sites such as

the esplanade and the high court of
calcutta. students not only examined the

impact of the foreign presence in
calcutta, but also marked the 50th

anniversary of the famous 'glimmer of
hope' speech by its last governor, lord

radcliffe. this iicsa honours thesis
examines the normalization of the taliban

in afghanistan and its impact on the
reconstruction process and the future of
the country. it shows that the taliban had
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been politically marginalized and a threat
to the reconstruction of the country but
that the threat had been turned around.

it has discussed the situation and the
challenges now faced. whether or not the
current government of afghanistan can

successfully address the challenges
remains to be seen. the purpose of the

current study is to document the
experience and interaction of rural and

urban peasants with the land tenure
system in the arab world in general and

saudi arabia in particular. the study
focused on three provinces in saudi

arabia, namely in the central region of al
ahsa, the eastern region of khujair and

the western region of haradh. the
research covered the land ownership

system and its development, the rights of
women in land ownership and in land

inheritance. the study involved in-depth
semi-structured interviews of peasant
families and their discussion of land

rights and management. interviews were
carried out in arabic. the objective of the
study was to gain an insight into the true

nature and change of the current land
tenure system and its impact on the way
peasants live in rural communities. the
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study also sought to understand how the
state of mind is to the impact of the land
tenure system on the peasant as a whole.
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